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Abstract

Written language often contains gender stereo-
types, typically conveyed unintentionally by
the author. Existing methods used to evaluate
gender stereotypes in a text compute the dif-
ference in the co-occurrence of gender-neutral
words with female and male words. To study
the difference in how female and male au-
thors portray people of different genders, we
quantitatively evaluate and analyze the gen-
der stereotypes in their writings on two dif-
ferent datasets and from multiple aspects, in-
cluding the overall gender stereotype score,
the occupation-gender stereotype score, the
emotion-gender stereotype score, and the ra-
tio of male words used to female words. We
show that writings by females on average have
lower gender stereotype scores. We also find
that emotion words in writings by males have
much lower stereotype scores than the aver-
age score of all words, while in writings by
females the scores are similar. We study and
interpret the distributions of gender stereotype
scores of individual words, and how they differ
between male and female writings.

1 Introduction

Gender stereotypes in language have been receiv-
ing more and more attention from researchers
across different fields. In the past, these studies
have been carried out mainly by conducting sur-
veys with humans (Williams and Best, 1977), re-
quiring a large amount of human labor. Garg et al.
(2018) quantified gender stereotypes by analyzing
word embeddings trained on US Census over the
past 100 years. Word embeddings capture gen-
der stereotypes in the training data and transfer
them to downstream applications (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016). For example, if programmer appears more
frequently with he than she in the training corpus,
in the word embedding it will have a closer dis-
tance to he compared with she.

In this study, we analyze gender stereotypes
directly from writings under different metrics.
Specifically, we compare the writings by males
and females to see how gender stereotypes differ
between writings by the gender of authors. Our
results show that writings by female authors con-
tain much fewer gender stereotypes than writings
by male authors. We recognize that there are more
than two types of gender, but for the sake of sim-
plicity, in this study we consider just female and
male.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the
first quantitative analysis of how gender stereo-
types differ between writings by authors of differ-
ent genders. Our contributions are as follows: 1)
we show that writings by females contain fewer
gender stereotypes; 2) we find that over the past
few decades, gender stereotypes in writings by
males have decreased.

2 Related Work

Quantifying Gender Stereotypes It has been
noticed that stereotypes might be implicitly intro-
duced to image corpora and text corpora in proce-
dures such as data collection (Misra et al., 2016;
Gordon and Durme, 2013). Particularly in gen-
der stereotypes, Garg et al. (2018) bridged social
science with machine learning when they quanti-
fied gender and ethnic stereotypes in word embed-
dings. Park et al. (2018) measured gender stereo-
types on various abusive language models, while
analyzing the effect of different pre-trained word
embeddings and model architectures. Zhao et al.
(2018) showed the effectiveness of measuring and
correcting gender stereotypes in co-reference res-
olution tasks.

Categorizing Text by Author Gender Shimoni
et al. (2002) proposed techniques to categorize
text by author gender. They selected multiple fea-
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tures, for example, determiners and prepositions,
and calculated their frequency means and standard
errors in texts. They showed that the distributions
of some of these features differ between writings
by female and male. Mukherjee and Liu (2010)
used POS sequence patterns to capture stylistic
regularities in male and female writings. To re-
duce the number of features, they also proposed a
selection method. They showed that author gen-
der can be revealed by multiple features of their
writings. Cheng et al. (2011) based on psycho-
linguistics and gender-preferential cues to build a
feature space and trained machine learning models
to identify author gender. They pointed out that
function words, word-based features and struc-
tural features can act as gender discriminators. All
these three studies achieved accuracy above 80%
for identifying author gender.

3 Methodology

3.1 Dataset
In the first experiment, we use a dataset by Lahiri
(2013), which consists of 3,036 English books
written by 142 authors. Among these, 189 books
were written by 14 female authors, others were
produced by male authors.

In the second experiment, we use a dataset by
Schler et al. (2006), which consists of 681,288
posts from 19,320 bloggers; approximately 35
posts and 7250 words from each blogger. The
blogs are divided into 40 categories, for example,
agriculture, arts and science, etc. Female bloggers
and male bloggers are of equal number.

3.2 Evaluation Methods
Overall Gender Stereotypes We define the
gender stereotype score of a word as:

b(w) =

∣∣∣∣log c(w,m)

c(w, f)

∣∣∣∣ ,
where f is a set of female words, for example, she,
girl, and woman. m is a set of male words, for ex-
ample, he, actor, and father. c(w, g) is the number
of times a gender-neutral word w co-occurs with
gendered words. The gendered word lists are by
Zhao et al. (2018).We use a window size of 10
when calculating co-occurrence.

A word is used in a neutral way if the stereo-
type score is 0, which means it occurs equally fre-
quently with male words and females word in the
text. The overall stereotype score of a text, Tb,

is the sum of stereotype scores of all the gender-
neutral by definition words that have more than 10
co-occurrences with gendered words in the text,
divided by the total count of words calculated, N .

Tb =
1

N

∑
w∈N

b(w)

Ratio of Male Words to Female Words To
compare the frequency of male words with that of
female words in a text, we calculate the ratio of
male word count to female word count and denote
it by R.

Occupation-Gender Stereotypes Occupation
stereotypes are the most common stereotypes in
studies on gender stereotypes (Lu et al., 2018).
A few decades ago, females normally worked as
dairy maids, housemaids and nurses, etc, while
males worked as doctors, smiths, and butchers,
etc. Nowadays both genders have more choices
when looking for a job and for most occupations,
there isnt a restriction on gender. Therefore, it is
interesting to study how occupation stereotypes
change over the years in female and male writings.

Occupation stereotypes score, Ob, in a text is the
average stereotype score of a list of 200 gender-
neutral occupations, O, in the text.

Ob =
1

|O|
∑
w∈O

b(w)

Emotion-Gender Stereotypes Emotion stereo-
types are another kind of common gender stereo-
types. In writings, especially novels, different
genders are associated closely with different emo-
tions, resulting in emotion stereotypes.

Emotion stereotypes score, Eb, in a text is the
average stereotype score of a list of 200 emotion
words, E, in the text.

Eb =
1

|E|
∑
w∈E

b(w)

Distribution of Stereotype Scores We compare
the distributions of stereotype scores to analyze
differences in writings by females and writings by
males. We consider the following aspects of dis-
tributions: mean, variance, skewness, and kurto-
sis. We use Sv, Ss, and Sk to denote the average
of variance, skewness, and kurtosis respectively of
the distributions of stereotype scores. We plan to
also add directions to individual scores by remov-
ing the absolute value function when calculating
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Gutenberg Novels Blogs
Tb R Ob Eb Sv Ss Sk Tb R Ob Eb Sv SS Sk

f 0.54 1.14 0.70 0.62 0.25 1.58 3.48 0.56 1.46 0.72 0.56 0.21 1.74 4.81
m 1.41 3.40 1.62 1.04 0.43 0.60 0.92 0.74 2.79 0.82 0.52 0.29 1.26 2.35

Table 1: Statistics of gender stereotypes in female and male writings

Figure 1: Distribution of stereotype scores in novels written by female(left) and male(right) authors

the scores, and analyze the distribution. We use
the absolute function for most of the experiments
because positive and negative values will cancel
off each other when they are summed up.

Words Most Biased We alter the equation used
for evaluating individual stereotype scores by re-
moving the absolute value function, so that words
occurring more with female words have negative
values and words occurring more with male words
have positive values. By sorting individual stereo-
type scores, we collect lists of words most biased
towards the female gender or the male gender.

4 Results

4.1 Gender Stereotypes in Novels

We categorize 3036 books written in English and
analyze the overall gender stereotypes in writings
by each author. When sorted by overall stereo-
type scores from low to high, 12 female authors
out of 14 are ranked among the top 20, or in an-
other word, top 13.8%.

The average ratio of the total number of male
words to female words in novels by female authors
is close to 1, indicating that female authors men-
tion the two genders in their novels almost equally
frequently. Male authors, on the other hand, tend
to write three times more frequently about their
own gender.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of stereotype
scores in example novels written by female and
male authors. Inspection shows that the individual
scores of female writings tend to cluster around
score value 0 or other small values close to 0, and
the percentage of words among all words calcu-
lated constantly decreases when stereotype score
increases, while the individual scores of male writ-
ings tend to cluster around score values between
0.5 and 1.5, and the percentage of words among
all words calculated first increases and then de-
creases.

Statistical analysis on the distributions confirms
our observation. Table 1 shows that the average
variance of stereotype scores in male writings is
much larger than that of female writings, indicat-
ing that stereotype scores in female writings tend
to gather near the mean while those in male writ-
ings spread out more broadly. The distribution
of stereotype scores in female writings has both
larger average skewness and larger kurtosis, in ac-
cordance with our observation that the distribution
is skewed right with a sharp peak at a small stereo-
type score. In contrast, the distribution of stereo-
type scores in male writings has much smaller av-
erage skewness and kurtosis, in accordance with
our observation that the distribution has tails on
both left and right sides and has a less distinct
peak.
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Figure 2: Distribution of stereotype scores in blogs written by female(left) and male(right) authors

Category Author Bias Direction Top 20 Words in the Most Biased Wordlist

novel male male
judge, us, speech, friends, much, ask, created, made, never, life,
framed, yet, knows, also, like, declared, each, great, believe, political

novel male female
necessarily, married, constitution, struck, need, short, votes, before, want,
consent, taught, due, but, portion, course, alone, bread, engage, equal, five

novel female male
pocket, russian, hands, few, probably, said, round, that, admitted, out,
way, caught, read, sure, stared, coming, gravely, began, followed, face

novel female female
suppose, bed, set, new, suddenly, door, right, morning, meant, remembered,
given, well, up, lay, possible, realized, smiled, kind, lips, eyes

blog male male
sure, over, three, saw, got, if, now, did, things, as,
two, before, really, this, gets, our, back, being, left, feels

blog male female
bring, and, issue, friends, so, said, what, wet, take, telling,
wanted, call, going, much, me, always, something, same, little, met

blog female male
mail, does, stories, report, lucky, online, beat, imagine, surprised, reply,
tonight, reporting, cut, blue, radio, reports, jeans, story, thank, forget

blog female female
talk, body, baby, age, death, won, pain, weight, together, later,
beautiful, ears, walk, head, large, sees, sexy, dress, passed, family

Table 2: A sample of most biased words in female and male writings from experiments on novels and blogs

4.2 Gender Stereotypes in Blogs
After analyzing blogs on 40 categories written by
equal numbers of male and female bloggers, we
find out that for 35 categories, writings by males
contains more gender stereotypes by 41.39% on
average. Only in 5 categories including account-
ing, agriculture, biotech, construction and mil-
itary, writings by female contains more gender
stereotypes than male writings by 16.29% on av-
erage.

The average ratio of the total number of male
words to female words in blogs by female authors
is around 1.5, while in blogs by male authors, the
ratio is around 2.8. Similar to the findings in the
first experiment, male authors write more about
the male gender.

Figure 2 shows a similar pattern in blogs with
the pattern in novels. Individual stereotype scores

also cluster closer around 0 or a relatively small
value in female writings, while those of male writ-
ings cluster around a larger value. This pattern,
however, is weaker than that found in experiments
on novels. Both Figure 2 and statistics in Table
1 show that difference in blogs written by female
and male authors in terms of gender stereotypes
is smaller than the difference in novels. It is also
worth mentioning that while Tb of blogs written
by females is almost the same as that of novels
written by females, Tb of blogs written by males is
much lower than that of novels written by males.
The trend in the ratio of male word count to fe-
male word count is similar. One possible interpre-
tation of this is that while the blogs were written in
2004, the novels in the Gutenberg subsample were
written decades ago, when the society had more
constraints on female and gender equality was not
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paid as much attention to as it is today.

4.3 Gender Stereotypes Categories

For both two datasets, Ob is larger than Tb, indi-
cating that occupation words in both female and
male writings contain more gender stereotypes
than most other words. Eb is almost the same as
Tb in female writings, while it is much lower than
Tb in male writings, indicating that gender stereo-
types in emotion words are not the main contribu-
tors to the overall gender stereotypes in male writ-
ings.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this study, we perform experiments on two
datasets to analyze how gender stereotypes dif-
fer between male and female writings. From our
preliminary results we observe that writings by
female authors contain fewer gender stereotypes
than writings by male authors. This difference
appears to have narrowed over time, mainly by
the reduction of gender stereotypes in writings
by male authors. We plan to: 1)further analyze
the typical types of gender stereotypes in writings
by authors of different genders and how they re-
semble with or differ from each other, by study-
ing the most biased words and the average stereo-
type scores of different categories of words, for
example, verbs, adjectives, etc.; 2) perform ex-
periments on more writings from the past century
to inspect more closely if there exists a trend in
the transformation of gender stereotypes; 3) ex-
isting stereotype evaluation methods evaluate ev-
ery word not in the excluded word lists, in our
case, the male and female word lists. Some fre-
quently used words, such as the, one, and an, are
not considered to be able to contain stereotypes,
unlike words such as strong, doctor, and jealous,
which are more closely associated with one gen-
der in writings. We plan to seek a way to filter
gender-neutral words and only keep those capable
of carrying stereotypes for stereotype quantifica-
tion.
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